HIGHLIGHTS

- **An Elite Antitrust and Competition Practice**
  Hailed by *Global Competition Review* as “perhaps the best antitrust and competition practice for high-tech matters in the world,” Wilson Sonsini’s exceptional antitrust and competition practice group represents clients in high-stakes antitrust litigation, mergers, and criminal and civil investigation, in addition to providing valuable counseling on business strategy.

- **Expanded FDA, Healthcare, and Consumer Products Practice**
  Wilson Sonsini’s newly expanded regulatory practice includes attorneys experienced in helping clients with FDA, healthcare, and consumer product compliance.

- **CFIUS and Export Controls Teams Anchored by Former Government Officials**
  Wilson Sonsini’s CFIUS and export controls teams include attorneys who have served in the U.S. government on CFIUS and the constituent agencies that enforce national security laws, including the Departments of Commerce, Defense, Homeland Security, Justice, and State; the CIA; and the White House.

- **A Highly Ranked Privacy and Cybersecurity Practice**
  Wilson Sonsini’s privacy and cybersecurity practice is consistently recognized by well-known ranking authorities such as *Law360, Chambers USA, Chambers Global, Chambers Europe*, and *Legal 500*.

OVERVIEW

Wilson Sonsini is the premier legal advisor to technology, life sciences, and growth enterprises worldwide, as well as the venture firms, private equity firms, and investment banks that finance them. We represent companies from entrepreneurial start-ups to multibillion-dollar global corporations at every stage of development. The firm’s attorneys collaborate across a comprehensive range of practice areas and industry groups to help the management, boards of directors, shareholders, and in-house counsel of our clients address their most pressing challenges and pursue their most promising opportunities.

The firm has recently expanded its regulatory services to address the ongoing need clients have for advice concerning enforcement and oversight agencies, both in the U.S. and certain international markets. Our services include privacy and cybersecurity, FDA, healthcare, and consumer products; FCPA; CFIUS; export trade; national security; and board governance matters.

In this area, the firm’s clients include companies and other entities that compete in rapidly developing and innovative industries, including the biotech, communications, digital media, energy, financial services, medical devices, software and other sectors.